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extent that responses are “true” reflections of the inner states of the
respondents, academicians can avail of these reports as grist for their
academic mills. To cite a few obvious examples from the report, one can
ask: Why are there variations in responses across different socio-
economic and demographic groups and ecological belts? How have
people’s perceptions changed over time? Why is it that “religious”
organizations, ethnic organizations and “civil society” appear as most
trusted institutions in the country? But this is a very different issue, far
from what the poll report claims about survey and opinion poll’s efficacy
on democracy, political culture, and scientific culture. To insist that
opinion polls contribute to these areas does not appear to be one of the
very promising ways of marketing survey and opinion poll research in
Nepal.
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Rebuilding Buddhism: the Theravada Movement in Twentieth--century
Nepal is a collaborative study on a sub-culture and its genesis in
contemporary Nepal. Both scholars are familiar with the society, its
culture and religion, i.e., the milieu, they investigate, and they have used
the available repertoire of ethnography, including hermeneutics of social
portraits of the chief actors of the Movement. What is amiss is the agenda,
the programme of action or reform, a kind of structural design and cost
estimate in terms of activities and institutions, the regime to be built and
re-built.

Defining the aim of the study, the authors write that their aim was to
“produce a historically informed account of Buddhism among the Newars
as it is being made and remade, one that does justice to the viewpoints of
those involved, whether “big” people or “small” people, male or female,
monastic or lay” (Preface, p. X). It is, therefore, not the sub-title, but the
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title of the book where the problem lies. It suggests, in no uncertain terms,
that the Buddhism as it existed in Nepal till the 1930s was in a permanent
state of disrepair, if not in a dilapidated doctrinaire state. Among other
syndromes, the elite—who had merely undergone a mock ritual of
initiation as monks or Masters of the Vehicle—knew neither the Code
(the Sanskrit language or its Twilight version), nor the Text (the Nine
Scriptural Texts). The Monastery (Bàhàs and Bahãs ) had already been
secular and domesticated at least for a millennium, most quarters
converted into private properties. At times, even scriptural texts, such as
the Aùñasàhasrikàpraj¤àpàramità of Tham. bahil, were physically split as
personal property into two separate bundles, “worshipped” and
grudgingly recited once a year in turn by different families as an onerous
obligation. The Masters of the Doctrine have all been thus sadly
“converted” into medicine men, or at best copyists, or “manufacturers”
who devoutly reproduced manuscripts without knowing what they
contain.

Notwithstanding John K. Locke’s claim that the Bahis housed
“celibate communities and novices” there is no hard or compelling
evidence that the Monasteries in the historical Nepal ever housed
communities of celibate monks. Hsuan Tsang’s Travel Accounts can’t be
trusted as he reproduced what he heard in the Indian plains or Nepal’s
tarai. The Pilgrim was not too reliable on numbers as he thought the size
of the city of Vàràõasã or Kapalavastu as well as of the Kingdom of Nepal
were all equal!

The earliest attestation of such a Buddhist community in the Nepal
Valley is that of the Mahàsàïghikas, and the Bikkus and Bikkunis
mentioned in the historical documents, such as later Licchavi inscriptions
and early medieval colophons and palmleafs appear already domesticated
with a sizeable family and disposable real estate and property of their
own. The Modernist/Protestant activists, therefore, have been on the
lookout for historical “villains” or “anti-heroes” of the Movement. At
least, in public discourse, in seminars and popular publications, the
activists find the àdi Shaïkaràcàrya (A.D. 788-828) or Sthitiràjamalla
(1382-1395) as convenient fanatics who “forced the pristine monks and
erstwhile priests” to disrobe, to desert the church, to marry and breed a
progeny with uncertain social destiny.

So far so good. LeVine and Gellner’s ethnography is spotlessly
accurate in detail and enviable in their perception of social and cultural
forces at work in setting the Movement in motion. The diagnostics of
personalities in search of emotional release from social, albeit temporary
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psychological, or cultural stress have the cogency of hermeneutics. They
have undoubtedly assembled a trustworthy clinical report, fully sanitized
with solid statistical “facts.” However, the Theravada Movement makes
“historical sense” only if understood and analyzed as a part of the social
movements in the making in early twentieth-century Nepal. There were
several stirrings underway beneath an apparently calm and peaceful
autocratic polity, of nearly three decades of Rana Chandra Shumshere’s
rule (1901-1929), the Theatre-State, if you like it.

Màdhav Ràj Jo÷i had launched an àrya Samàja at the turn of the
century and verbally challenged the Hindu religious orthodoxy (See,
Shahidke Kalamse: the Life of Maharùã Màdhav Ràj Jo÷ã by øukra Ràj
and Chandra kànta. Kathmandu: 2015 v.s., pp. 303-354, in Hindi). He
was paraded with a bleeding head, physically manhandled by the court
priests in the presence of the Prime Minister for arguing that image of
Pashupatinatha is merely a stone sculpture! The impact of this episode
was so traumatic in the social and cultural life of the Kathmandu Valley
that Bhuwan Lal Joshi and Leo E. Rose call it, in their book Democratic
Innovations in Nepal, the beginning of the end of Hindu priestly
orthodoxy—“the seminal influence… [which] later sprouted into many
social and political movements” (1966:52). The British Resident sent an
enquiry—so shocked he was. He was expelled to India at the behest of the
courtiers, pundits and the Ràj Purohit, Prayàg Raj Pàõdey!

This gave rise to the Gandhian Tulsi Mehera Shrestha-Gyàn Bahàdur
Newà’s Carkhà Movement as well as to the so-called “àdambara Mata”
(the arrogant Sect), refusing to bow one’s head before the Hindu pundits.
It also gave the impetus to the Library Episode, leading to the mass
arrests and public confession of several literary and cultural elites. The
Rana family thought every organized civil activity as a threat to its
supremacy, and a Monastic Order of Ordained Monks, not to speak of
Nuns, would hardly have been a palatable news for them. Their final
expulsion from Nepal is none too unexpected.

As a sub-text of this social and cultural context, the Theravàda
Movement makes more sense than as a by-product of “psychological
release” or accidents, if you like, of Newar social life. LeVine-Gellner
study is focused, not so much on the Movement, as on the Theatre, on
Actors/Actresses, rather than on any thread of action, on the agenda of
reform, so that at the end of the day one feels as if the Movement is led,
not only by intellectually lackadaisical leaders, but also without any
concrete reform agenda. “The Three Fundamental Practices of the
Theravàda tradition,” listed on page 65 are at best too commonplace. To
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celebrate the Bai÷àkha Pårõimà as Buddha Jayanti, or to have replaced
Pa¤carakùà or Nàmasaïgãti recitation by the Tripiñaka texts, to have
replaced the Samyaka Mahàdàna with any less wasteful gifts-giving
dànapàramità,, or to have prayer sessions beginning with a ÷ila prayer,
instead of other Bahà pujà pàthas, vratas, upoùdhas is not a total break
with the past. To have a seated Buddha, a ÷akyamuni, an historical
Siddhàrtha of the Gautama lineage is STILL an image-worship, a prayer
for divine support, except that the Mahàyanists have too many divinities,
too many Loke÷varas, the Vajrayànists have too many ritualism, magic
spells, too many Celestial Buddhas entwined in Mahàmudra with their
over-excited consorts in divine orgasm. The Hereafter of the Promised
land was already too crowded with 33 million Hindu Gods and Godlings!

The Newar Buddhist community has been in search of a social and
cultural identity. Surrounded by a caste-ridden society, the monasteries
have had a trying time under Hindu dynasties at least for last millennium
and a half. They were run as “the Saïgha” by families who merely
inherited the names—the Vajra master, the øàkya or øàkya Bhikkus, not
by personal, moral, or intellectual attainment, but by virtue of birth!

The Theravàda Movement is obviously confusing the lay community,
if we go by Todd Lewis’s field work, who are confused not only in their
search for guidance here but also in search for a path to liberation
hereafter so that there is an undeclared “cold war” among the priests,
contesting for the lay client. The enlightened few, like the well-off J¤àna
Jyoti-Maõiharùa Jyoti’s solution to this “war of paths,” the conflict of
interest, is to patronize all three—the Làmà, the Bhikku, as well as the
Master of the Thunderbolt. (See, Interview, in p. 108, with harsh
comments on the Gubhàju as well as the monks running after “bank-
balance” and private property). So is the Movement finally watered down,
if it has not already fizzled out in a “compromise solution”? Anyway,
Nirvàõa is not so easily at hand as it appeared in the melodies of the
J¤ànamàlà Bhajans.

That the Buddha’s words are available in their unpolluted and pristine
version is an equally arguable orthodoxy, promoted by the over-
enthusiastic Pali Text Society, and through its Sri Lankan, Burmese and
Thai promoters of the Canon, dispensing various means of relief from the
stress of modern secular life to the Buddhist laymen. As the extant
Tripiñaka texts were compiled centuries later by contending sects of
elders, who were already divided in as many sects following the Buddha’s
cremation, their transmission had been, until the early centuries
B.C./A.D., only through oral medium. It is only an article of faith and
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personal act of choice to subscribe to the Dhammamapada as “more true
to the Teachings of the Buddha” than the Gåhyasàmajatantra and other
anuttarayoga- or Root tantras of the Mantrayàna/Vajrayàna schools.

The recruitment of the Anàgàrikàs—the homeless nuns—is not a
modern innovation. The Masters of the Mahàmudra had so long been
using the Gurumàs in the gurumaõóala or gaõackara magical sesssions
and practices in both the “orthodox” Nàlandà, as well as in “heterodox”
Vikrama÷ila and Odantapuri monasteries where some of the latter-day
“Master Keepers of the Gate” such as the Mahàsiddhi Vàge÷varakãrti
were of Nepali/Newar origins.

The “Vihàras” founded since the Anandakuti in the 1940s/1950s have
always been under critical public gaze just as they were under the political
surveillance of the Rana espionage network. The more recent ones,
supported by donor munificence in the Kathmandu Valley, too, had spells
of legal dispute among the founding elders on property ownership rows,
ending in the court-rooms. Thus, it is not just the Urày-Bare “caste
disputes” of the 1930s, finally made up with the legal intervention of the
Palace Secretariat in 1959, that punctuated the chequered social history of
the religion.

Neither the Aristotelian logic of sociology, nor the Euclidean
geometry of cultural anthropology of Buddhism in Nepal—modeled on
the paradigm of the Roman Catholic Church contested by Protestantism
and other “ Denominations”—is likely to unravel the challenges faced by
the celibate monks/nuns residing in enclosed monasteries in an orthodox
Hindu polity so deeply enmeshed in the social system where
egregiousness of an unending cycle of rituals, seasonal feasts and
festivities comprise the essentials of socialization. There is no wonder if
the pravrajyà-samvara—the ordination of the Monk or the àcàrya-
abhiùekha—the consecration of the Master—are both reduced or
simplified to mock rituals, now confused as secular life-crisis-sam. skàra,
reinterpreted as kayetàpåjà by none other than Amritànanda—the great
scholar-informant of Brian Hodgson in 1830.

Concluding the study, the final chapter of the book summarizes “the
Nine-Point Achievements of the Theravàda Movement” as seen by poet
Cittadhara half a century ago. To this list, Bhikhu Sudar÷ana added “a
further eight” making the unimpressive list of 17 attainments of the
Movement (pp. 283-284). As Levine and Gellner find the Programme or
the Agenda of their Dramatis Persona, not particularly moving or
“radical” they suggest the community, both the monks and the laymen, an
alternative one: the Sherpa model as studied by Sherry Ortner who found
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a “deep contradiction in monasticism.” The Monastery has to survive as
poor monks who are “higher in status though lower in material terms,”
surviving on secular social as well as material support. The nuns have a
further handicap, due to “negative ideology, constraining women
generally.”

“At its origin, the Theravada movement in Nepal was indeed a
revivalist, even a fundamentalist movement; however, what was being
revived, or returned to, was not any particular doctrine, nor any form of
meditation, but simply the practice of monasticism” write LeVine and
Gellner (p. 280). A serious flaw in this study is its failure to explain what
this monasticism consists of, particularly its opportunity costs. Equally
unpromising is Todd Lewis’s recipe for the future course “to
internationalize the Movement” as the Tibetans have done in diaspora.
This is so for three reasons. The Western world, including the U.S.
Administration, is hardly aware of any Buddhist movement in Nepal.
Secondly, we do not have a Dalai Lama, and finally, thank heavens, we
cannot afford a “Government in Exile.”
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